
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

VILSTEX/FY2025/07                    Date:18.04.2024 
To, 

National Stock Exchange of India Limited 
Exchange Plaza, 5th Floor,  
Plot No. C/1G Block, Bandra Kurla Complex, 
Bandra (East), Mumbai – 400 051 

BSE Limited 
The Senior General Manager, 
Listing Compliances, Floor 25,  
P. J. Towers, Dalal Street, Mumbai – 400 001 

Scrip Code – VISAKAIND Scrip Code – 509055 
 
Dear Sir/Madam, 
 
Sub: Submission of newspaper advertisement released in connection with the Notice to Shareholders 
U/S.124(6) of the Companies Act 2013 for transfer of Sharesh to IEPF Authority. 
 
Pursuant to Regulation 30 read with Schedule III Para A, of SEBI (Listing Obligations and Disclosure 
Requirements) Regulations, 2015, we enclose the following documents: 
 

1.  Copy of reminder letter sent to shareholders. 
2. Copy of Newspaper Advertisement published in Business standards (In English - all editions) and 

Velugu (In Telugu - Telangana edition) on April 17, 2024. 

The above mentioned reminder letters were sent by way of Registered Post to the shareholders who 
have not claimed their dividends for seven or more consecutive years and whose shares are liable for 
transfer to the Demat Account of IEPF Authority pursuant to Section 124(6) of the Companies Act, 2013 
read with Investor Education and Protection Fund Authority (Accounting, Audit, Transfer and Refund) 
Rules, 2016 notified by the Ministry of Corporate Affairs, as amended from time to time. 
 
This information also hosted on the Company’s website, at: 
https://www.visaka.co/assets/website/files/investors/Newspaper-Publication-17APRIL2024.pdf 
 
 
 
This is for your information and dissemination.  
 
Yours faithfully, 
 
For Visaka Industries Limited 
 
 
 
Ramakanth Kunapuli  
AVP and Company Secretary 
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Separate rules for civilianand
defence use of drones on cards
RAGHAV AGGARWAL
NewDelhi, 16April

D ifferent sets of regulations will
soon govern the use of drones
by civilians and security per-

sonnel, VumlunmangVualnam, secre-
tary,MinistryofCivilAviation, saidata
conference in New Delhi on Tuesday.

“Moving forward there will be dif-
ferentiated regulations for droneswith
‘civilian, industrial,publicuse’and ‘law
and order and defence use’,” Vualnam
said, adding that they would ensure
botharepromotedandsupportedinthe
best possibleway.

Vualnam was speaking at the CII
NationalConferenceonDrones.

Thegovernmentisplanningtomake
India a global drone hub by 2030. In
October, 2023 it cameoutwith amend-
ed rules to create a thriving
drone ecosystem.

Drone (Amendment) Rules 2023,
haddoneawaywithseveral roadblocks,
like stringent requirements for obtain-
ing aRemotePilot Certificate.

Aproduction-linked incentive (PLI)
scheme for drones and drone compo-
nents was notified in September 2021.
An incentive of ~120 crore is being
provided for Indian manufacturers of
drone and drone components
basedonvalueadditionandcertainoth-
er conditions.

Vualnam said that the ministry is
exploringwaystocollaboratewithother
government arms to incentivise the
production of drones as well as
drone components.

“We will interact with DPIIT,
Ministry of Finance to see how the
drone manufacturers and component
manufacturers are equally incen-
tivised,”thesecretarysaid,emphasising
that India isheavily import-dependent
as far as parts of drones are concerned.

“The government is supporting
indigenous development of critical
items,researchanddevelopment,cam-
eras,sensors installedindronesandwill
sustain thedevelopment of the sector,”
he said. The secretary also said that

someprogress has beenmadeon regu-
lations, butmoreneeds tobedone.

“On the rules, progress has been
made. The entire geography of our
country has beenmapped, only 10 per
cent is inRedZoneand90percent is in
theGreenZone,” the secretary said.

The Red Zones are areas where
droneoperationsarestrictlyprohibited
without permission from the Central
Government, while Green Zones are
free zones where drones weighing up
to 500 kg can operate without seeking
permissionwith certain specifications.

Healsoemphasisedthatthegovern-
ment will make efforts to
promote drones as well as push
advancedairmobility.

About the NaMo Drone Didi
Scheme, he said specifications for the
droneswillbe issuedsoon.Thescheme
seeks to provide agricultural drones to
rural women and 1,000 drones were
acquired a fewmonths ago for this.

Now, he said, there is a plan to
acquire 15,000 such drones in the
upcomingphase.

NammaYatridrives into
Bengaluruwith zero
commissioncabservice
PEERZADA ABRAR
Bengaluru, 16April

Mobility app Namma Yatri on Tuesday
announced the launch of its cab services in
Bengaluru. Addressing the prevalent issues of
high commissions and lack of transparency,
the company said it is dedicated to a ‘lifetime
zero-commission’, ‘direct-to-driver’ model of
operation. The strategic shift will not only
enhancedrivers’ incomebutalsoensurebetter
vehicle maintenance
and elevated cus-
tomer experiences,
the company said.

The platform
unveiledsubscription
plans for cab: free
until Oct 1 and there-
after ~90 daily for
unlimited rides.
NammaYatri already
has25,000cabdrivers
and aims to onboard
over 1 lakh drivers in
the next six months.

“Wearededicated
to empowering driv-
ers through cutting-
edgetechnologyatan
optimal cost, foster-
ing satisfaction
among both drivers
andcommuters,”said
Magizhan Selvan,
chief executive of Namma Yatri. “We have
received strong support from the cab driver
community.Ourdriverwellnessprograms, ini-
tiatives for safety and sakkath-service are
adapted for the cab driver community.
Ensuringdriver satisfaction translatesdirectly
into providing the best service to valued cus-
tomers,” said Selvan.

With this service, Namma Yatri will now
enter into competition with players like Uber
andOla,wholevycommissionsontheirdriver-
partners. While Namma Yatri follows a zero-
commission model, there could be issues like
the platform taking up less responsibility as it
is a marketplace, compared to Uber and Ola,
whicharecabaggregators.Therearealso issues
related to bypassing the local laws including
state permits and moving from the organised
tounorganised sector.

Namma Yatri operates within the govern-
ment-backed Open Network for Digital
Commerce (ONDC) network, offering 100 per
centopendataandopen-sourcecode.Thecom-
pany said it takes the lead as the first app to

embrace the latest ‘pricingguidelines’ set forth
by the Karnataka government. The platform
saidthiscommitmentensuresfairpricingprac-
tices,eliminatingunjustifiedsurgepricingdur-
ingpeakhours for thebenefitofcustomersand
drivers alike.

“Their community-centric approach and
pioneering efforts in driver welfare set a com-
mendable precedent,” said Ramalinga Reddy,
Minister of Transport and Muzrai, Govt of
Karnataka,at the launchevent. “Iapplaudtheir

commitment to
innovation, trans-
parency, and inclu-
sivity, and wish
them success with
the cab service
launch,”saidReddy.

The platform
said that Namma
Yatri’s cabs, like its
autorickshaws,
would prioritise
transparency and
efficiency. It offers
cab services like
Non-AC Mini, AC
Mini, Sedan and XL
Cab, catering to
diverse customer
needs.Non-ACMini
Cab, a unique addi-
tion, addresses fre-
quent misunder-
standings between

drivers and customers regarding AC usage. It
sets clear serviceexpectationsandcompetitive
pricing for budget-conscious customers while
promoting eco-friendly rides.

The app expects to introduce inter-city,
rentals, scheduled rides across Karnataka. It
alsoaimstoaccommodatespecial requests like
disability-friendlyrides,extraluggage,travelling
withpets, and trips topublic transport hubs.

Shaik Salauddin, elected national general
secretary of The Indian Federation of App-
Based Transport Workers (IFAT) said Namma
Yatri has developed a direct-to-driver, open
mobility platform to empower the community
and offer fair pay and mutual respect. “It will
amplify welfare schemes for gig and platform
workers,” said Salauddin.

With its community-led approach,Namma
Yatri said it is committed to fast pickups, low
cancellations, affordable prices, and reliable
service. As the platform continues to grow, it
remains focusedonfosteringasustainableand
inclusivetransportationecosystemthatbenefits
all stakeholders.

VUMLUNMANG VUALNAM
Secretary,Ministryof Civil Aviation

WEWILL INTERACTWITH
DPIIT ANDMINISTRYOF
FINANCE TOSEEHOWTHE
DRONEMANUFACTURERS
ANDCOMPONENT
MANUFACTURERSARE
EQUALLY INCENTIVISED

Transactions across verticals including wealth
management and insurance, health, and enter-
tainment surged in the financial year 2024 (FY24)
as compared toFY23,data fromRazorpay’s annual
payments report titled ‘Wealth, Wellness and
Wanderlust’ said.The report added that onayear-
on-year (Y-o-Y) basis, mutual fund investments
surged by 86 per cent, insurance payments grew
56 per cent, and trading recorded a 62 per cent
jump invalue inFY24. Spendingondieticianshas
more than doubled during the same time, while
health coaching recorded a 45 per cent increase
in transactions.

Interestingly, on thedayof the India-Australia
cricket finale on 19 November last year, the
Bengaluru-based fintech company reported that
cab payments dipped 28 per cent as Indians pre-
ferred to stay glued to their screens. The data
added that payments for air travel surged by 2.4
times while spending on travel accommodations
increased by 29 per cent in FY24. Closer to the
new year and Christmas in December last year,
spending related to aviation soared nearly three
times on the platform. AJINKYA KAWALE

Wealth management,
entertainment, and health
spends grow in FY24

Namma Yatri services will be competing
with players such as Uber and Ola, which
levy commissions on their driver partners

PORTING REQUESTS AT 8-MONTH LOW
TherewasaslowdowninIndians
switchingserviceproviders
towardstheendoftheyear,asthe
toptwotelecomoperators
consolidatedtheirpositions.
InFebruary2024,subscribersmade
nearly 12millionportability
requests,markingthelowest figure
sinceJune2023.BothBhartiAirtel
andRelianceJio Infocommadded
millionsofcustomersevenas
VodafoneIdealostoveramilliona
monthduringfinancialyear
2023-24(FY24).Vodafone,whichis
saidtohavelostsubscribersamid
limitedcapitalexpenditureto
augmentitsservices,announced
fund-raisingplansthrougha
~18,000croresharesalestartingon
Thursday.Someofthemoneyis
saidtogotowardsfresh
investments. InFebruary2024,
portabilityrequeststotalled11.5
millioninthemonth,anincrease
by3.1percentcomparedto
February2023,accordingtodata
fromtheCentreforMonitoring

IndianEconomy(CMIE).Thehighest
numberofsuchrequestswas
observedinOctober2023,reaching
12.7millionrequests.RelianceJio
Infocommadded37million
subscribers inthefinancialyear
2023-24,showsthelatestavailable
dataasofFebruary,ariseof8.7per

cent.BhartiAirteladded13million,
increasingitssubscriberbaseby3.5
percent.Vodafonelost 16million
subscribers,a7percentdecline-
thelargestofthetop3.Total
wirelesssubscribersgrewfrom1.14
billioninMarch2023to1.16billion
inFebruary2024. ASHLI VARGHESE

VODAFONE BIGGEST LOSER
AMONG MAJOR PROVIDERS

NEARLY 12 MILLION
REQUESTS IN FEB
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�లం�ణ ���� � ఇద�� అదన� 
జ��ల� ��ష��

 �శ�త జ���� ��ర� 
��న ��ం���  ���యం

�����, ���: �లం�ణ �����  
అదన� జ���� ప����న� ఇద�� �� 
య���ల� �శ�త జ���� ప�న� 
� క����  �ం��� ��ం���  ��� 
యం ��ర� ��ం�. ��ఐ �య�ం 
�న ���యం అదన� జ��� జ���  
జగ�న��� ���స ��, జ���  �మ 
వర� ��శ�� �� �ర�� మంగళ 
�రం �ం��� పం�ం�. ��, ఈ 
ఏ�� ��వ� 13న �లం�ణ ����  
���యం ఈ ఇద�� జ��ల �ర�� 
ఏక�వం� ఎం�క �� ��ం���  �� 
���� పం�ం�. ఇం�� �గం� 
అదన� జ���� ����న ���� 
సంతృ��కరం� ఉ��య� ��ం���  
���యం �ర���� వ��ం�. 

05
��త

 ��, జన� న���� బ��  
మం� �� ���ం�న� 
అభ���� 

 �� సభ ఎ��కల 
���షన�� �ప� �ం�
25 వర� గ�� 

 18, 19, 23, 24 ����  
���� � 
��న�యం�న� పం���

 ఈ ��� ����  ఎ��వ 
���ష��  వ�� ���

�ధ�రం    �ద��� 
17.04.2024
www.v6velugu.com v6velugu

Follow:

వడ�బ�� ������ మృ�
 ����ట ���
����� � ఘటన

�����, ���: వడ�బ�� ఓ ��� -
��� మృ��ం��. �మ�రం ����ట 
���  ����� � ఈ ఘటన జ��ం�. 
����� �� ��� ఆ��� �ళ� ఎల� -
య� (52) ��� ��� � ప� ������. 
గత �� ���� ఎండ�� �ట��  పం -
�����. �మ�రం ఆయన అస�స�త� 
�న���. ��ంబ స��� ��� ���-
�ల� ��ం�� �న�ం� ఆ��� 
��� �. గంట �� �ట��  పం��. ఈ 
�మం�� ఇం� స�పం� స��హ త�� 

ప � �� � . 
�ంట� ��త� 
�సం ఆయన� 
����� గవర�-
�ం� ���ట� 
� ����� �. వడ-
�బ� త��ంద� 
��� �ం�న �క���  
��త� �ద���� �. కం�ష� ��య� 
� ఉండటం� ����ట� �ఫ� ���. 
అక�డ ��త� �ం�� అ� �� �� 
11 గంటల� మర�ం��. ఆయన �-
�ం��� ��త�ం ఆ���ల� �� �క 
�య�� ������. 

మ��  దం��న� ఎండ�
అత��కం� భ��� 44.7 ��ల �ంప�చ� 
�ద���, ���: ఐ� ��ల ��  త��త 
�ష�ం� �ంప�చ��  మ�� ����. ప� 
��� ��  �� ఉ�� �త� న�ద���. 
మంగళ�రం ప� ��� ��  44 ��ల���� 
�ంప�చ��  ��ర����. అత��కం� భ�-
� �త���ం ��� � 44.7 ��ల ఉ�� �త 
న��ం�. జ���ల, న�� ండ ��� ��  44.6, 
మహ���� , �జన� ���ల�� 44.5, 
���, ��ం�ం ఆ���� , క�ంనగ� 
, ����ట� 44.2, మం���ల ��� � 
44 ��ల �ంప�చ��  ��ర����. వ�� 
����� ��ల �� �ంప�చ��  ఇ� 
�� �� న�ద��య� ��వరణ �ఖ 
�చ��ం�ం�. ప� ��� ��  వడ��� �� 
అవ�శం ���ం� ఐఎం� ఎ��  అల�� � 
�� ��ం�. ��ం�ం ఆ����, మం�-
��ల, �ర��, జ���ల, క�ంనగ�, �ద�ప��, 
జయశంక�  ��లప��, ���, భ�� 
�త���ం, ఖమ�ం, ����ట, �జన� ��-
�ల�, ఆ����  ��� ��  వడ��ల ��వం 
ఉం�ంద� ���ం�.
�ంప�చ��  ఇం�ంత ���త�..
వ�� �� ����  �ంప�చ��  మ�ంత �-
���య� ��వరణ �ఖ ���ం�. �ష� -
��ప�ం� 44 ��ల వర� న�� ��చ�ం-

�. అ�� ��� �� � ఇ� ప���� ఉం�ంద� 
�చ��ం�ం�. మంగళ�రం 10 ��� ��  44 
��ల��� ఉ�� �త� ����  ��.. 13 
��� ��  43 �ం� 43.9 మధ�, 8 ��� ��  42 
�ం� 42.9 మధ�, �ం� ��� ��  41 �ం� 
41.9 మధ� ఉ�� �త� న�ద���. 
���ంబ గ��ల 43.9, ఖమ�ం, జయశం-
క�  ��లప��, �ద�ప�� 43.8, వరంగ� , 
వనప�� 43.7, �ర�� , మహ�� నగ�  43.2, 
�����  43.1, �����, ����ట, �గ� 
క���, ��� �వన�� 43, ��యణ-
�ట 42.8, రం���� 42.7, జన�మ 42.6, 
హ�మ�ండ, �����  42.4, �డ��  
మ����� 42.3, సం���� 42.2, ఆ���-
�  42, �ద� , �ద��� � 41.6 ��ల �ర 
ఉ�� �త� న�ద���.

 ప� ��� ��  44 ��ల� �� 
ఉ�� �త�

 మ� �� ���
��� ఇ� ప���� 

 ప� ��� ల�
వడ��ల ఎ���

 ��వరణ �ఖ �చ��క

ఎల�య�(�� )

��ం� హ��� 
ఉల�ం�ంచ�ం

 వృ���� ��ం� ఈ� 
���ంచడం� ���  ��య�

�ం�: మ� �ండ�ం�  ��� ��రణ 
��� ��య�  ��జ� � ఈ� అ���-
� ��ం� ���చండం� �ం� ����  
��య�  అ�ం�. ��ంచడం క�స 
అవసరమ�, ఒక వ��� ��ం� హ��� 
ఉల�ం�ంచ�మ� ���ం�. �ం���� 
అ��ల�న �� �� ���ం�ల�-
జ���  �వ� ���, మం�� �� 
�ం�� ��న �ం�  స�ష�ం ��ం�. 
మ� �ండ�ం�  ��� ఈ� అ���� 
తన� అ���  �య��� స�� ��� 
��  ఇ�� (64) ��న ��ష� �  �ం�  
ఈ ఆ��� �� ��ం�. అ��, ఇ�� 
��న ��ష� � �ం�  ����ం�. ��, 
ఆయన� అ���� ��రణ ��న 
���  మం�ప�ం�.

���� ��ం�న
�ర�ం�� ����

 స�ష�ం ��న ����
�ద���, ���: ��మ నవ� ��-
��� ���� �ర��ం�న �ర�ం�-
� �ర��ం�ల� �స� హ���    �వ 
సంఘట� � ����  ఆ��ం�ం�. అ� 
అ��� ����� అ�మ� ఇ��ల-
� ���ల� ��ం�ం�. ట��చ�� 
���    ��ష� ప��� ���� �ర��ం-
�ం�� ���� అ�మ� ఇవ�డం 
�దం� సంఘట� అధ��� అ�� ల ����    
లం�   �ష�    ��ష�   ���. ఈ ��ష� � 
����  మంగళ�రం ���ం�ం�. ��-
షన�    తర� �య�    ����.. ���� 
�స� హ���    మం��    �ం� ద��-
��, ����    ����, ధ��� �సమ�
ఆలయం, గం� పర�శ�� ఆలయం వద� 
���� ఆ��� ఇ��ల���. ��ష-
న�     ��న �ర�ం� ��� అ�మ��� 
�ం� భ�తల సమస� వ��ంద� ��త� 
��య�� �ల��ం��. �దన� �న�  
���� ..���� �ర��ం�న �ర�ం�� 
���� �ర��ం��ం�మం� ��-
షన�   � అ�మ� ఇ��ల� ఆ��ం�ం�. 

���ల� �����
 ఈ�ఎంల� ��రణ సందర�ం�  
��ం���  ��ం�

�����: మన ఎ��కల ��య� ���ల� 
��� ��ద��.. అక�� జ���, మన జ��� 
�� �� ఉంద� ��ం���  �����ం�ం�. 
ఎ��కల వ�వస�� �ంచప��ద�� ��ం�. ఓట�  
���ం� సమయం� ఈ�ఎం ఓట�� ����� 
���ల� �� �� ��లం� �ఖ�న ��ష-
న�� జ��� ��ంక� ద��, జ��� సం�� ఖ��ల� 
��న ��జ� �ం� మంగళ�రం ��రణ �-
ప��ం�. ఈ సందర�ం� అ���ష� ఫ� ��-
��� ���� తర�న �య� ��ం� �ష� 
����.. ‘‘ఈ�ఎం�, ����� ల� ��� 

అవ�శం ఉం�. �� ��� ఈ�ఎంల �ం� 
మ�� ���� �ప� � ���. మనం �� 
����న అవసరం ఉం�. �దం� ����� 
���ల� ఓటర�� అంద���. అ� �దరదం-
� ఓ� ��న త��త ����� ���� ఓట� 
ప���ం��� ���� ��� � �� అవ�శం 
క��ం��” అ� అ���. ఈ సందర�ం� జర�� 
ఈ�ఎంల �ం� ���� �ప� ����� ��న 
�ష��� ����ం��. ఈ �మం� స�ం�ం-
�న �ం�.. జర�� జ�� ఎంత అ� ���ం�ం�. 
��� 6 ���  అ� �ష� జ�����. ‘‘మన 
�శం� 97 �ట�  మం� ఓట��  ఉ���. �� 
అ�� ����� ���ల� ���ం�ల� ���-

���. �ం 60 ప�ల వయ�� ఉ��ం. గతం� 
���� �పర� ��నం ఉన��� ఏం జ��ం� 
�� ���. �� మ���� ఉం���. �� 
�ం మ�����” అ� �ం� �����ం�ం�. 
ఈ�ఎంల� �జ� నమ�డం �ద� �ప���� � 
దగ�ర ఏ�� �� ఉం�? అ� �ం� ���ంచ�.. 
ఓ స�� �ష�ల� ��ం� �ష� ����ం�-
�. అ��.. ‘‘�ం అ�ం� స��ల� నమ�ం. 
��� న���ం” అ� �ం� ���ం�. ��ర-
ణ� ఈ �ల 18� ��� ��ం�.   

��� అభ��� ల�
��ల �వ��
అంద��న ����
�ద���, ���: �� సభ ఎ��క��  
�� ���న� ��� అభ���ల� �ష�ం�� 
��ధ ���    ��షన���  ఉన� ��ల �వ�ల-
� ���� అంద��ర� ఆ ��� ��న 
�ర�ద�� ���ల ��� ��� ���� -
� ����. �� �య�� తమ ��� 
అభ���ల� ఉన� ��ల �వ�� ఇవ�డం 
�దం� ఆయన �ఖ� ��న ��ష� � 
మంగళ�రం ఉదయం ��రణ �న��ం-
�. అ�� ��� మ��హ�ం ��షన�    ��-
య�� ���� వ�� ��� �ం� అభ���ల-
� ఉన� ��ల �వ�ల ��� అం�ంద� 
�ప�డం� ��ష�   � ����  ��రణ� 
��ం�ం�.��� తర�న �� �య�� 
అభ���ల� ఉన� ��ల �వ�� ఇవ��దం-
� ���ల ����ఖ� ��న ��ష�   � 
ఉదయం ��రణ జ��ం�. ��ల �వ�� 
ఇ��ల� ����  ఆ��ం�ం�. లం���
త��త ��షన�    �య�    వ�� ��ల 
�వ�ల ���  అం�ంద� �ప�డం� ��-
ష�   � ��రణ� ����  ����ం�.

���� � ����
���ష��

క�ంనగ�, ���:
�ష�ం� �� సభ ఎ��కల� ���షన� 
ఘట�ం మ� 24 గంట��  �ద���ం�. 
�ం� �� సభ బ�� ��� అభ���� 
���ష� �ఖ� ��ం�� మం� �-
���� ���ం����. మం� ��, 
శ�నం ���� ���ష� ��ల� 
�������. �లం�ణ� �� సభ ఎ��క-
ల� సంబం�ం� �ం� ఎ��కల క�ష� ఈ 
�ల18న ����ష� ��దల �య�ం�. 
���షన� �ఖ�� 25వ �� వర� గ�� 
ఉం�ంద� ఈ� ఇ�వర� ���� � �క�ం -
�ం�. �ం� మధ�� 21వ ��న ఆ��రం 
��� �� ���ష��  ��ం�� ఏ� 
��ల �ం ��� ఉం�. ఈ ఏ� ����  
తమ� క���� �� �సం అభ���� 
పం��ల సల�� ���ం����.   

��� ��� మం� ���� �
�� సభ ఎ��కల బ�� ��� �ం��, ���, 
�ఆ�ఎ� ��� ఇతర ���ల అభ���� 
���ష� ��ర�ం �సం పం��ల� 
సం�������. తమ ��, జన� న���� 
బ�� ��ర�ం ఎ�� ��ం� అ�� �-
���ం����. ఈ �ల18,19, 21, 22 
����  �ం�� ����� ఉన�ప��� ��-
�షన� �ష����� ��ం ఈ �ల 18, 19, 
21, 23, 24 ����  ��ర�ం ��ంద� 
పం��� ������. అభ���ల ��, ���న 
న���� బ�� ��ర�ం �ర��ం���ల� 
అం����. 21న మం� ��ర�� ఉన�ప�-
�� ఆ �� ఆ��రం �వడం� ���షన�� 
అవ�శం ��. �ం� ఆ �� �న���� 
�గ� ��� ����  ���ష��  ఎ��వ�
�ఖల�� ��� ఉం�. 

19న గడ�ం వం�కృష�
ఫ��  ���ష� �� 
ఉన� ���� ��  19వ ��� �� 
��ంద� పం��� ��� ండడం� 
�ష�ం� �� మం� అభ���� తమ 
ఫ��  ���ష� �� � ఆ �� 
సమ��ం�ం�� �ద�మ�����. ఆ 
త��త మ� �� ��� �ర��ం� 
మ� �� ���ష� ��ల� 
�������. �ద�ప�� �ం�� అభ���  
గడ�ం వం�కృష�  �� ఈ �ల19న ఫ��  
�� ���ష� �య����. అ�� 
23 �� 24వ ��న ���� ���  మ� 
�� ���ష� �ఖ� �య�న���  
���ం�. క�ంనగ� ��� అభ���  
బం� సంజ� �� ఈ �ల19న ఒక 
�� ���ష� ��ం�� ��ర�ం 
ఖ�� ������. �వ� �� 25న 
���� ���  మ� �� ���ష� 
�య����. క�ంనగ� �ఆ�ఎ� 
అభ���  ��� ��� �తం ఈ 
�ల19న �� 20న ���ష� 
�య�న���  ���ం�. 

���� క��ణం �� �
ఈ� �� �గ��

(�ద� �� ����)
భ�� �మయ�� �శ ��ప�ం� భ��� ఉ��ర� �ఖ� 
���ం�. ���� క����� ఎం� ��ఖ�త ఉన�ద-
� �వ�ం�ం�. భ��� ��ం�� ��� �� ����� 
� ప��ష� ఇ��ల� ఈ�� �జ��� ��ం�. 1987 �ం� 
�త�� ��రం ఆన���� వ��న�ద�, 2019� ఎ��-
కల �� అమ��  ఉన�ప��� � �ంక�శ�ర భ�� ��� �� 
ఇ��ంద� ఈ�� ��న �ఖ� �ష� స��� ��� ��ం�. 
��� ��� క��ణ మ�త�వ ����నం ��ర�ం-
ద� ���ం�. ��� � �మ భ��ల మ���ల� దృ��� 
��� �� భ�చలం� జ�� ��మ నవ� ��కల �త�-
� ����� అ�మ���ల� ��ం�. �ం� �� ��న 
అభ�ర�న� ఈ� స�ం�ం�ం�. ��� షర�ల� �� ��-

��� � ప��ష� ఇ��ం�. �జ�య �సం�� �యడం, 
�త� ��� నడం� ఆం�� ��ం�ం�. ��ం���  
�� ��ద�� ��ం�ం�. ��, భ�� ���� 
క��ణ �త�� ����� �జ�య �ణం� ��ద�� 
��� ఎం� ల�� ఈ�� ���. 45 ఏం��� �� ��-
��� �����మ� �వ�ం��.
���� ల�� �� సర�ం �ద�ం
���� ల�� �� భ�చల � ���మచం� ��� 
�వ�� నం ����ం�. ��� ���యం� మ��హ�ం 
12 గంటల� అ��� లగ� ��ర�ం� �ంగల��-
రణ జరగ�న��. ��� �సం ఆలయ అ���� అ�� 
ఏ����  ���. ఇప��� ��� మం� భ��� భ�చ�-
�� తర�వ���. ఎ��కల �� �రణం� ఈ ��కల� 

�ఎం �వం� �జ��వడం ��. ��త�ం తర�న �ఎ� 
�ం���� ���ల తలం��, ప�� వ�� � సమ��ం -
చ����. �� �సం ఆ� మంగళ�ర� భ�చలం �-
�����. ఎం��ం� క�షన� హన�ంత��, క�క�� 
��ంక ఆల, ఐ��ఏ �� ��� �� ఏ��ట�� పర��-
������. ��, 18న జ�� ప�� ��క మ�త���� 
గవర�� ��కృష�� �జ������.

�.3�ట�� ఏ����
����ల �� �ం��� �.3���  ఖ�� ��� అ�-
��� ఏ����  ���. ����క వస��, 250 
��ల తలం��, 2.50ల�ల ల��  ���� 
�ద�ం ���. 2.50ల�ల ���ల తలం�ల ��-
���  �స��, ఆ��� ��� ఇం�ం�� పం������. 
��� �ంగణం� 40�ల మం� భ��� క��ణం 
��ం�� 24 ��� ర�� ఏ��� ���. ఎండ� 
దృ��� ��� �� భ��ల� ఎ�ం� ఇబ�ం�� 
పడ�ం� �ల� � క��ం��. 8 �ట�  ��క� 
���ం� �ంట��  ఏ��� ���. బ�� ం� �ం� 
ఆల��� � బ��� అం����� �����-
�. చ��� గ�  దండ�రణ�ం� జ��న ఎ� �ంట� 
� దృ��� ��� �� 1,800 ���ల� ప�ష� బం-
�బ�� ఏ��� ���. 

����� ఊ��ం�ఎ���� ఉత�వం� ���� ప�� వ�� � అలంక���న� అర���

భ�చలం� ఘనం� ఎ���� ఉత�వం
భ�చలం, ��� :  భ�చలం� మంగళ�రం �� ���మచం�ల ఎ���� ఉత�వం ఘనం� 
జ��ం�. ����� ఉత�వ ��� ల� �ందరం� అలంక�ం� �ష���న �జ, ���హవచనం 
�ర��ం��. అనంతరం �మయ�, �తమ�, ల��ల� గ�డ �హనం� ఊ��ం�� �జ�� 
�ం� ������. ��ంఠ ��రం వద�  ��� మం� భ�� ల సమ�ం� ఈ ��క అత�ంత �భవం� 
జ��ం�. అమ��� తర�న �ంద�, ��ల �� తర�న మ��ంద� �దపం��� ���� ఈ 
ఉత���� �ర��ం��. �భ�ఖ� �ం�� భ�� ల� చ�� ���ం��. అనంతరం ��� 
���� �వ� బయ��� ��� �. ����ల� భ�� � �ర�ల� ��జ�� ప���. 
�య���� మఠం �ం� వ��న �తన వ�� ల� ఆన���� ����ల� సమ��ం��. ఈ 
వ�� ల� క��ణం �� �ల��� ల� అలంక�ంచ����. ఈ ఉత�వం� ��త� ��న 
�ర�ద�� �ం���� దంప��, ���ప�  ��ట� �ల� �మయ��, ఎం��ం�  క�షన�  
హన�ంత��, క�క��  ��ంక ఆల, ఎ�� ���  �� , �వ�� నం ఈ� ర��� త�త�� 
������.

sudhir.ghanathe
Rectangle



 

                         VISAKA INDUSTRIES LIMITED 

                         VISAKA TOWERS 

                         1-8-303/69/3 

                         SARDAR PATEL ROAD 

                         SECUNDERABAD 500003 

                         Phone:27813833 & 27813835 

                         CIN:L52520TG1981PLC003072     

                         Website:www.visaka.co 

 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

R\VISL\IEPF\2018\1                                        Date: 18/04/2024 

 

Name of the Shareholder: 

Address: 

 

 

Dear Shareholder(s) 

 

Sub.:Compulsory transfer of Equity Shares of the Company to the Investor Education  

     and Protection Fund (IEPF)  Account 

 

REF    : FOLIO/DPID/CLIENT ID :  

 

As you are aware, dividend declared by the Company  is remitted  either  electronically 

or by sending dividend warrants to the registered address of the eligible shareholders. 

In case of any unpaid/unclaimed dividend, we have sent reminders periodically to such   

shareholders for claiming by them. 

 

As per Section 124(5) of the Companies Act, 2013, all unpaid or unclaimed dividends for 

a period of seven years are required to be transferred by the Company to  the  Investor 

Education and  Protection  Fund  (IEPF)  established  by  the  Central  Government.  We 

regularly upload on our website as also on the website of  the  Ministry  of  Corporate 

Affairs, Government of India, full details of such unpaid or unclaimed dividends before 

transferring to IEPF. 

 

Further,  Section 124(6) requires that  all  shares  in  respect  of  which  unpaid  or 

unclaimed dividend has been transferred to IEPF, shall also  be  transferred  to  IEPF. 

Ministry of Corporate Affairs has recently notified Investor Education  and  Protection 

Fund Authority (Accounting, Audit, Transfer and Refund)  Rules, 2016  which  have  come 

into  force from September 7, 2016. The  said  Rules,  amongst other  matters,  contain 

provisions for transfer of all shares in respect of which dividend has not been paid or 

claimed for seven consecutive years or more, in the name of IEPF Account. 

 

As per our records, the following dividends which were paid / remitted  to you  in  the 

last seven years (with reference to dividend for the  year  FINAL 2016-2017 remain 

unpaid / unclaimed: 

 

Dividend Warrant No. MICR.No./DD.No. Amount(s) Date of Payment Dividend Year  

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

                               0       00        11/07/2017 FINAL 2016-2017                                    

                               0       00        25/06/2018 FINAL -2018                                        

                               0       00        15/07/2019 FINAL 2019                                         

                               0       00        28/02/2020 INTERIM 2019-2020                                  

                               0       00        27/03/2020 2ND INTERIM 2020                                   

                               0       00        17/02/2021 INTERIM 2020-2021                                  

                               0       00        09/06/2021 FINAL 2020-2021                                    

                               0       00        05/02/2022 IST INTERIM 2022                                   

                               0       00        22/06/2022 FINAL DIVIDEND 2021-2022                           

                               0       00        17/04/2023 IST INTERIM 2022-2023                              

                               0       00        13/07/2023 FINAL DIVIDEND 2022-2023                           

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

                                                            Cont...2 

  



                                      :2:                                   

 

Note-Unpaid Dividends prior to financial year FINAL 2016-2017 have already been transferred 

to IEPF or Central Government, as per erstwhile IEPF Rules. 

 

We request you to claim the above dividends due  to  you  by  making  an  application 

immediately  in  the  attached  form  and  send  it  to  Kfin Technologies Limited,   

Registrar and Transfer Agents of the Company on or before July  20, 2024. In  case 

you fail to claim the above dividend, all your shares (whether held  in  physical  or 

electronic form) will be transferred by the Company to IEPF  Account.   

 

As per the above mentioned rules shares held  in  physical  form  are  liable  to  be 

transferred to IEPF Account, by issuing  duplicate  share  certificates  and 

upon issue of such duplicate share certificates, the  original  share  certificate(s) 

which stand registered in your name will be deemed cancelled and non-negotiable. 

 

In case shares are held in demat form and  are  liable  to  be  transferred  to  IEPF 

 Account, the Company will give Delivery Instruction Slip to  the  Depository 

for transfer of shares to IEPF. 

 

However, you can claim from IEPF Authority both unclaimed  dividend  amount  and  the 

shares transferred to IEPF Account by making an application in  Form  IEPF-5 

online and sending the  physical copy of  the  same  duly  signed (as per  registered 

specimen signature) along with requisite documents enumerated in the said Form IEPF-5 

to  the  Company address mentioned below  or to  Kfin Technologies Limited, 

Registrar and Transfer Agents of the Company for verification of your claim. We shall 

send a verification report to IEPF Authority for refund of  the  unclaimed  dividend 

amount and transfer of the shares back to the credit of the shareholder. As  per  the 

above mentioned rules, only one such request can be made in one year. 

 

In case we do not hear anything from you on this  intimation  letter by  July  20, 

2024, we shall, with a view to complying with the requirements  of  the  said  Rules, 

transfer the shares to IEPF   Account  by  the  due  date  as  per  procedure 

stipulated in the Rules, without any further notice. Please note that no claim  shall 

lie against  the  Company  in  respect  of  unclaimed  dividend  amount  and  shares 

transferred to IEPF Authority pursuant to the said Rules. 

 

Please feel free to  contact  the  Company / Kfin Technologies Limited,  in case you 

have any queries at their following address / email / telephone number: 

 

Name and Address of Company                  Name and address of Registrar 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

VISAKA INDUSTRIES LIMITED                   M/s Kfin Technologies Limited 

                                            Unit:VISAKA INDUSTRIES LIMITED 

VISAKA TOWERS                               Selenium Tower B, Plot 31-32 

1-8-303/69/3                                Gachibowli Financial District,  

SARDAR PATEL ROAD                           Nanakramguda Hyderabad 500032  

SECUNDERABAD                                Toll Free No: 1800-4258-998 

500003                                      Phone No:040-67162222 

Phone No:27813833                           Email:einward.ris@kfintech.com 

Email:ramakanth.kunapuli@visaka.in 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

Thanking You 

Yours faithfully, 

For VISAKA INDUSTRIES LIMITED 

 

 

     sd/ 

Ramakanth Kunapuli                                                                                   

AVP & COMPANY SECRETARY                        

 

  



                                         LETTER OF UNDERTAKING 

                                FOR ISSUE OF DUPLICATE DIVIDEND WARRANT(S) 

 

To,: 

Kfin Technologies Limited, 

Unit:VISAKA INDUSTRIES LIMITED 

Selenium Tower B, 

Plot 31-32, Gachibowli, Financial District, 

Nanakramguda, Hyderabad - 500 032 

 

REF     : FOLIO/DPID/CLIENT ID :  

I/We hereby confirm that I/we have not encashed, negotiated or otherwise dealt in respect 

of the following dividend paid by the Company in the last seven years, so  as  to  create 

any adverse claim upon the amount of the dividend warrant(s). 

 

The following are the details of the unpaid / unclaimed dividends during last seven years: 

 

Dividend Warrant No. MICR.No./DD.No. Amount(s) Date of Payment Dividend Year  

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

                               0        00     11/07/2017 FINAL 2016-2017                                    

                               0        00     25/06/2018 FINAL -2018                                        

                               0        00     15/07/2019 FINAL 2019                                         

                               0        00     28/02/2020 INTERIM 2019-2020                                  

                               0        00     27/03/2020 2ND INTERIM 2020                                   

                               0        00     17/02/2021 INTERIM 2020-2021                                  

                               0        00     09/06/2021 FINAL 2020-2021                                    

                               0        00     05/02/2022 IST INTERIM 2022                                   

                               0        00     22/06/2022 FINAL DIVIDEND 2021-2022                           

                               0        00     17/04/2023 IST INTERIM 2022-2023                              

                               0        00     13/07/2023 FINAL DIVIDEND 2022-2023                           

 

In consideration of your issuing to me/us all Demand Draft(s)/Pay Order(s)  in  lieu of the 

 Dividend Warrant(s) lying unclaimed/unpaid in my/our name(s) and which are  irretrievable/ 

lost or misplaced, or crediting the amounts directly to my bank account as mentioned below, 

I/we hereby agree and undertake to hold you harmless and to keep you protected from/against 

all losses, costs or damages which you may sustain or  incur  by  reason  of  your  issuing 

Demand Draft(s)/ Pay Order(s) or by the original Dividend Warrant(s)  being,  at  any time, 

found and presented for payment by any person or persons claiming  to be the  holder(s)  of 

the Dividend Warrant(s) or in any way interested therein. 

 

I/We further agree and undertake to return to you the original Dividend Warrants, should it 

 be found by me/us or again come into my/our possession at any time hereafter. 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

                          Name                                   Signature 

First Holder : 

Second holder: 

Third holder : 

Address of first holder: 

 

Bank Account Details : (for electronic credit of unpaid dividends and all future dividends) 

Name of the Bank  : 

Name of the Branch: 

Account Number (as appearing in your cheque book): 

Account Type (Saving(10) / Current(11) / Cash Credit(13)) 

9 Digit MICR Number (as appearing on the MICR    : 

cheque  issued  by  the  bank)  Please  enclose 

a photocopy of a cheque for verification 

11 Digit IFSC Code : 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Witness1:                                    Witness2:            

Name :                                       Name: 

Address:                                     Address: 

 

 

Signature:                                   Signature: 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Dated:Note1: For the undertaking to be considered complete, please ensure the name, address and 

bank details of first holder and joint holder(s), as applicable, are filled correctly and 

it is duly signed by all the holders and two witnesses. 
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	RAMAKANTH KUNAPULI




